
You print... 
We plant...
to sustain and grow our global
forest system…one print job at a time.

PrintReleaf Certification empowers you

PrintReleaf is the world’s first platform that automatically converts your paper footprint 
into actual trees. As you print, you actively replant trees in forests that need it most 
around the world. 

With PrintReleaf, resources borrowed from the earth can be returned and multiplied 
after use. Through our verified reforestation process, we guarantee 100% net survival 
of the trees you plant.
 
Now you can reforest... one print job at a time.

Brought to you by MJ Flood Managed Print Services
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www.mjflood.ie/sustainable-managed-print-services



STEP ONE

STEP THREE
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PrintReleaf measures your paper footprint based on 
your cumulative printing. This is done automatically 
through integrations with market-leading software 
applications.  Then, customers may select where to 
reforest their consumption through our network of 
PrintReleaf Certified™ Global Reforestation Projects. 
Our cloud-based infrastructure and APIs enable seamless 
integration and limitless scalability.

YOU PRINT.
WE MEASURE.

YOU PLANT TREES.  

There is nothing to 
install on your 

server. By leveraging 
the power of the 

cloud, PrintReleaf is 
built for scale. 

You are empowered to 
releaf forests based 

on your paper footprint. 
The reforestation 

projects you releaf are 
up to you!

You can monitor your 
cumulative environmental 

impact on your
PrintReleaf Dashboard.

We use your paper 
consumption totals to 
calculate your paper 

footprint which is equal 
to a specific and accurate 

number of trees.



PrintReleaf provides 
certificates and reports 

about the forests you 
have releafed over time.

You continue printing 
according to your 

needs.

STEP TWOWE CALCULATE
& CONVERT.

Your paper consumption is 
measured.

• Brazil
• Dominican Republic
• India
• Ireland
• Madagascar
• Mexico
• United States

There are PrintReleaf Certified Global Reforestation Projects in:

SGS International, the world’s leading inspection, verification, 
testing and certification company, certifies our Global Forestry 
Partners and leads field audits across our network of projects 
to verify 100% net survival of our forests.



www.mjflood.ie/sustainable-managed-print-services
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Environmental Reforestation 
Reforestation provides 
environmental and ecological 
reforestation where the planet 
needs it most. 

Certification
The PrintReleaf ecosystem is 
verified by our third-party certifying 
body, SGS International. 

Automation 
Completely automated, 
end-to-end integration from 
printer to seedling with no 
software to install. 

Recognition
Through awareness, social 
marketing, and certifications, 
you can see and share the 
positive impact you have on 
forests around the world. 
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Forestry in Ireland

The current native woodland coverage in Ireland stands at a mere 1% of the total surface 
area. This alarming statistic underscores the urgent need to not only establish new native 
woodlands for the future but also to connect existing fragments of native or ancient planted 
woodlands. By creating wildlife corridors, we can enhance biodiversity and enable the free 
movement of wildlife across these habitats. It has become vitally important to take action in 
preserving and expanding our native woodlands, ensuring their interconnectedness for the 
benefit of both wildlife and our natural environment.

FORESTRY PARTNER
NuaTree

With PrintReleaf, you can be part of the solution. 
You can also be sure the process is automated, 
precise, verified, and will benefit your brand’s image.

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
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